•

Israeli Apartheid Week Pushed by Terror
IAW held on university campuses and at venues throughout the
world is largely coordinated by the BNC (BDS National
Committee), a Ramallah-based coalition in part made up of US
and EU-designated terror organizations. While activists claim
that IAW is a grassroots initiative, the campaign is in fact largely
guided from above by the terror-led BNC, which decides on the
exact message, creates relevant hashtags and serves as the
central source of information propagated during each IAW.

•

BNC is Led by a Terror Coalition
Hamas, the Popular Front for The Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP), the Popular Front – General Command (PFLP-GC), the
Palestine Liberation Front (PLF), and Palestinian Islamic Jihad
(PIJ) are all members of a terror coalition known as PNIF
(Palestine National Islamic Forces).
PNIF is a member of the BNC.

•

Israeli Apartheid Week Condones
Terror
The handbook distributed for IAW features a cover illustration
depicting a Palestinian woman flying a kite while seemingly in
the crosshairs of an Israeli sniper. This misleading portrayal
both overlooks the terroristic nature of flying burning kites
into Israeli civilian territory and lends legitimacy to its
continuation. This is a deliberate effort to gloss over the
violent motive that has characterized Gaza border riots and to
mislead readers.

•

BNC Directs IAW Activists and Organizers
The terror-led BNC provides core guidance and assistance in
organizing and planning the week’s events. In IAW’s official
handbook, for example, which is published on IAW’s website,
activists are instructed to contact Ana Sanchez, the
international campaigns officer at the BNC for assistance (See
chart). Ana Sanchez has openly supported acts of terror against
Israelis and supported convicted terrorists such as Leila
Khaled, a member of the PFLP.
The handbook also recommends protest tactics, preferred
activities, speakers and workshops. Further, it directs readers
to the anti-Israel hashtag used by IAW’s activists worldwide
such as #IsraeliApartheidWeek #StopArmingColonialism.

•

The Original Group Behind IAW
The first IAW that took place in Canada in 2005 was coorganized by Al-Awda (See poster). Al-Awda is part of a
larger coalition that later became a member of the BNC and
remains a member to this day. Therefore, the very concept of
IAW is rooted in a shared ideology with the BNC.

